
Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 1st module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Introduction to the work with Adobe Premiere Pro

- Program features

- Familiarity with the tools of the program

- Learning the interface

- The "Pruning" tool

- Keyboard shortcuts for working with files on the track 

- Adapting sections to the user

Practical task: working with ready-made videos, making a clip of four types of 

media.

Lesson result: mastering the program interface, learning the names and 

locations of the main tools.

Second day: Linear installation. The initial, simplest and most important part of the 

installation

- Panel tools. Effects Controls (Position)

- Basic keyboard shortcuts for linear editing

- Pitfalls and consequences of poor pruning

- Introduction to transitions

Practical task: working with ready-made videos from stock.

Lesson result: mastering the technique of linear mounting: trimming, gluing, 

copying, moving, working with fragments on the track.

Third day Musical editing

- Audio peaks and working with sound 

- Rhythm in cropping

- Accents in videos without effects

Practical task: creating a video clip with rhythmic music in order to create a 

professional video by using only one tool – cropping.

Lesson result: getting familiar about sound and video in one technique, the 

ability to impress the viewer with switching clips and music.

Fourth day Creating a semantic video. Checking the module's skills

- Selection of video material and search

- Getting familiar with the drains and methods of secure file downloading

- Creation of a video clip on the selected topic

Practical task: a video clip on the chosen topic with the mandatory use of 

keyboard shortcuts and techniques of musical editing, linear gluing, transitions.

Lesson result: summing up knowledge about linear editing, working with audio 

peaks and files. A ready-made video with meaning, ready for publication or 

presentation to the audience.



Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 2nd module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Overlay and work with multi-layer tracks

- Differences and track settings for media files

- Transparency

- Working with overlay styles

- Removal of single-color sections

- Combination of different frames in one fragment

Practical task: creating a video clip with a three-dimensional hologram

Lesson result: mastering the subject of frame transparency, and  ability to match 

frames into one.

Second day: Key frames. Part 1

- Panel timepoints. Effects Controls

- Enabling time tracking

- Creation of new key personnel

- Animation and moving objects around the scene

Practical task: creating an animated track in a video to track an object.

Lesson result: to have the skills of bonding time and position, animation and 

tracking objects in real time.

Third day Key frames. Part 2

- Keyframes on sound

- Work with speed

- Track synchronization

Practical task: synchronize a dance that does not correspond to the rhythm of 

the music with the peaks of the audio track.

Lesson result: the ability to apply the techniques of key points in working with 

video, audio and their combination, synchronization of objects that are most 

inconsistent with each other in time, position, volume and speed.

Fourth day Creating a musical humorous video. Checking the module's skills

- Selection of video material from user platforms (YouTube and the like) 

- Matching actions in audio with an image

- Creating a video clip on the selected topic

Practical task: a video clip on the chosen topic with the mandatory use of 

keyboard shortcuts and techniques of keyframes, animation, movement, 

synchronization and overlay.

Lesson result: summation of knowledge about the techniques of the module, 

new variations of working with key personnel. A ready-made humorous video, 

ready for publication or presentation to the audience without copyright 

infringement.



Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 3rd module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Color correction and working with filters

- The "Color" section

- Introduction to filters

- Color adjustment, light balance change

- Combination of heterogeneous clips by stylistic processing

- Lumetri elements

- Color mask, keys

- Isolation of the treated area

Practical task: working with the color profile of the video, creating a video in a 

single color scheme.

Lesson result: mastering the theory of color and combinations in video, the 

ability to change the colors of objects in the image regardless of the degree of 

frame dynamics.

Second day: Masks

- Pen and curve tools

- Fragment effect overlay

- Retouching and shifting accents from unsuccessful areas by highlighting the 

zone

- Image censorship

Practical task: pasting a character's face onto an image from another frame, 

creating a video with a mask rotoscoping.

Lesson result: mastering the technique of fragment tracking, creating a collage-

type frame, removing the background by mechanical method, isolating the effect 

zone using the contour mask.

Third day Text

- Section "Graphics"

- Text tool

- Animation of graphic elements

- Setting caption parameters (font, color, transparency, position, etc.)

Practical task: creating accent subtitles in a video clip with direct speech.

Lesson result: the ability to work with graphics in the program, combine fonts, 

manage all text parameters, animate titles.

Fourth day Creating a commercial. Checking the module's skills

- Music for advertising: features and methods of selection

- Masking technique

- Transitions through the cropping of the frame area, highlights, text accent

Practical task: a video on the chosen topic with the mandatory use of masks and 

text, automatic tracking and matching sound.

Lesson result: summing up the knowledge of the module. A video about the 

product ready for publication or presentation to the audience



Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 4th module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Keys, chromakey

- Creating your own "video green"

- Overlay green-screen videos from the Internet

- Color key from the effects section, crop sensitivity settings 

- Removal of the complex range

- Protection of the key use area

Practical task: working with memes on a green background, pasting your own 

videos on a green background into the composition.

Lesson result: mastering the skill of inserting an object into an extraneous 

environment without using manual masks, understanding the color key technology 

and the ability to create your own videos for subsequent keying.

Second day: Rotoscoping and compositing

- Automatic frame tracking

- Attaching the track image to the coordinates of the object of another video 

- Fitting the object into the 3d environment of the composition

Practical task: creating three-dimensional pop-up notifications with text 

messages in a dynamic video clip.

Lesson result: the student's ability to fit objects into the real world, regardless of 

the type of media (image, video or graphics).

Third day Sound design

- Create effects using sound

- Setting up

- Cleaning the audio track, noise separation

- Working with voice, audio effects

Practical task: creating a video clip with your own audio track, suppressing noise 

and adding audio processing of voice, music, background sound effects.

Lesson result: the comparison of knowledge about sound and video into one 

technique, the ability to impress the viewer only with the help of sound, adjust 

audio, change voice, clear sound recording, create an echo effect, wheezing, etc.

Fourth day Creating a movie trailer. Checking the module's skills

- Using emotional sound design

- Matching of sound and message

- Composition of movie frames, text screensavers and audio effects 

- Adding dynamism to the frame using rotoscoping

Practical task: promotional video for the selected movie with the mandatory use 

of module techniques.

Lesson result: summing up knowledge about sound design, working with a 

cinematic chromakey, tracking objects. A video clip ready for publication or 

presentation to the audience



Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 5th module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Graphics and animated vector objects

- Setting text presets

- The concept of vector elements 

- Setting parameters

- Section "Graphics"

- Creating sequences

Practical task: creating a commercial motion video with an emphasis on graphics 

(advertising Instagram stories).

Lesson result: full understanding of the "Graphics" section, ability to adjust the 

parameters of vector elements.

Second day: Lip-sing

- Techniques for mixing tracks by meaning

- Working with lip movement

- Creating stripes on video

- Generating objects for the library

Practical task: a humorous video from two trailers.

Lesson result: the practice of precise linear editing, working with sound and 

synchronization, preserving the meaning of the video when redrawing scenes.

Third day Z and N-shaped video gluing

- Hollywood gluing 

- Bollywood gluing 

- Dialogues in the video

- Scene overlay

- Connection between frames, tracks, characters, objects

Practical task: editing a conversation between two characters from different 

universes or a travel video with comments from an interview.

Lesson result: to have knowledge about sound and video into one technique, 

linking tracks with preserving meaning.

Fourth day Creating a news clip. Checking the module's skills

- A full-fledged news story

- Gluing a report

- TV credits

Practical task: a video clip on the chosen topic with the mandatory use of vector 

elements, the "Graphics" section, oblique gluing.

Lesson result: summing up the knowledge, creating your own story in the news 

without the need for shooting, ready for publication or presentation to the 

audience



Your course program

About the course “Adobe Premiere Pro: professional video editing” 6th module

Course goal: to learn how to work with various media formats (video, audio, graphics, etc.) 

using professional techniques and tools based on Adobe Premiere Pro. Create realistic video 

effects, work with graphics and animation, skillfully export projects, retouch images, know 

keyboard shortcuts, optimize work in any application for working with media in the future.

Course program:

First day: Manual transitions

- Section "Effects\Transitions" 

- FX Overlay

- Reverse video

- Collage

- Frame highlighting

- Overlay effects

Practical task: creating videos with seven types of non-standard transitions

Lesson result: ability to create custom effects and transitions on fragment 

borders or audio accents.

Second day: Drawing on video

- Frame-by-frame animation

- The effect of writing the text

- Filling mask

- Overlay of CB compositions of the drawing

Practical task: create a small cartoon from sketches on top of the video.

Lesson result: mastering the skill of drawing in video both by fitting photos and 

frame-by-frame animations into the scene, and by using video effects, self-shot 

frames of drawing on a sheet in the real world.

Third day Lighting and working with overlays

- Moxibustion of the frame

- Lens highlights

- Creating emotions by applying spots of light

Practical task: a music video with dynamic transitions and the overlay of unstable 

light areas.

Lesson result: the development of another tool for the formation of the emotional 

context of the video.

Fourth day Creating a semantic video. Checking course skills

- Message and format: relationship, types

- New packs of effects, graphics, highlights and other materials for project work

Practical task: a video on the chosen topic with free use of tools.

Lesson result: Done! The student is a real pro of video editing


